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Abstract

The paper’s key assumption is that the problem of translation of ambiguity, including diplomatic

ambiguity in particular, provides a convenient testing ground for a discussion and assessment of

our broad and largely philosophical  perspectives on the essential  features of the practice of

translation. Building on an argument against Newmark’s and Gadamer’s response to the issue of

translation  of  ambiguity,  the  paper  offers  a  number  of  considerations  in  support  of  two

interrelated theses: 

1.  Within  the  perspective  of  the  standard  theory  of  translation,  which  is  concerned

predominantly with the figure of translator, and which defines the practice of translation simply

as  a  transfer  of  meanings  from language  A  to  language  B,  the  problem of  translation  of

ambiguity seems insurmountable. 

2. To make the process of translation of ambiguity meaningful and fully viable, we need to

embrace an ethical view that insists on an inherently social nature of the practice of translation

as well as on a number of distinctively ethical demands placed on the social triangle (the author-

the translator- the reader/recipient) within which such a practice takes place. 

Some of the most interesting practical consequences of the ethical perspective on translation of

ambiguity are spelt out in the final section of the paper.

Key words: ambiguity, translation of ambiguity, social nature of the practice of 

translation, ethical considerations in translation 
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Ladmiral grapples with the issue of how best to translate into French the title of Chapter

VII of Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland, “A Mad Tea Party.” Is it “Une folle partie de thé”,

or “Un thé de fous,” or “Un thé chez des fous,” or, perhaps, “Un thé fou,” or, simply, “Un thé

extravagant”? (Ladmiral 1993, 293, as quoted by Stolze 2001, 229) The key problem faced by all

possible  translations  of  this  title  lies  in  deciding  whether  the  scope  of  the  adjective  ‘mad’

includes ‘tea,’ or only ‘party’, or, perhaps, both. In other words, in Carroll’s party, is the party

itself mad, or the tea, or are they both somehow jointly mad? Common sense suggests that only a

party can go mad, but perhaps Carroll’s imagination included, or intended to include, tea in the

items that sometimes deserve the attribute of madness.  

Eco  notes  a  similar  problem  in  Italian  translations  of  the  famous  opening  line  of

Melville’s Moby Dick, “Call me Ishmael.” According to Eco, the line suggests, or may be taken

to suggest, at least three distinct meanings that may be put as follows: “(i) My real name is not

Ishmael, but please call me so, and try to guess what my choice means (think of the fate of

Ishmael son of Abraham and Agar). (ii) My name is not important, I am only a witness of a great

tragedy; (iii) Let us be on first-name terms, take me as a friend, trust my report.” Eco further

claims that  some Italian  translations  of the line are not sufficiently sensitive to some of the

suggested meanings (Eco 2004, 50-51). 

The two cases involve, and revolve around, the notion of ambiguity – a word, a sentence,

or a text that is open to at least two equally possible, but mutually inimical interpretations (for

the concept of ambiguity, see Pehar 2011, Chapter I). In fact, in both examples the key problem

of translation lies in the difficulty of deciding what the author really meant. Perhaps he or she

meant or means, or could mean, or we could take him or her to mean, or to have meant both or

several things, and in the situation where we can claim so the claim, that the piece of discourse

we were going to translate represents indeed the case of ambiguity, is pertinent too. 

The idea of ambiguity is of crucial importance in diplomacy. In diplomacy, we often find

ambiguity and we as well find many sound reasons why we do (see Pehar 2011, and Pehar 2005,

esp. 156-7). Consequently, when dealing with diplomatic texts, we will also occasionally face

the need to translate  an ambiguous text into some target  language.  For instance,  the Dayton
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Constitution  for  Bosnia-Herzegovina,  a  part  of  the  1995  Dayton  Framework  for  Peace  in

Bosnia-Herzegovina,  is  originally  written  in  English  (see  Cousens  1997),  and  the  agreeing

parties  have put  their  signatures  to  an English  text.  However,  in  some parts  the  text  of  the

constitution is open to multiple (and mutually incompatible) readings, hence it is ambiguous.

Therefore, the translators of the English text into Croatian or Serbian (the mother tongues and

official languages of some signatories) will have to find a way to translate the ambiguities of the

peace plan into the local and official languages spoken by the principal parties to the agreement.

Perhaps  this  also  explains  why,  paradoxically,  a  single  official  translation  of  the  Dayton

Constitution into the languages of Bosnia-Herzegovina is not proposed yet. 

The crucial point for understanding the true causes of our difficulties with the Dayton

Constitution,  and similar  texts,  seems to amount  to  the  following:  prima facie it  seems that

ambiguities are not only difficult to translate, but, even worse, it seems that the very notion of

translation  of  ambiguity  does  not  make  any sense  at  all.  If  we start  from the  premise  that

ambiguity is a sentence, a word, or a text, that is open to two equally possible, but mutually

irreconcilable interpretations, we have to draw the conclusion that an ambiguous item contains

only potential, but not actual meanings. An ambiguous text is not fully meaningful yet – it is

only potentially meaningful, and to attribute ambiguousness to it is to underline the fact that one

has not yet determined its meaning. Therefore, one cannot translate an ambiguity from a text

written  or  spoken  in  one  language  into  a  different  language;  literally,  one  has  nothing  to

translate.  The  authors  have  not  offered  any  meaning  to  be  taken  from  one  language,  and

transferred to and housed in another. For instance, imagine the obstacles put in the way of a

Russian translator of UN Security Council Resolution 242. Russian language does not contain a

definite  article.  Even  worse,  the  English  source  text  of  the  resolution  does  not  allow  the

translator to form a clear image of the meaning of the text;  hence, he or she should perhaps

simply  admit  that  the  text  is  untranslatable  and  that  the  only  way  to  get  a  feel  for  its

untranslatability is through mastering the English language. (1) 

Is the reasoning in the last paragraph sound? If one answers this question positively, what

further implications should one draw? Should one accept the thesis that some ambiguous texts

will remain forever excluded from the process of translation, and that no cure for some language-

and translation-related ills exists?
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1. Newmark on translation of ambiguity

Before we attempt to offer a response to these queries, we need to remind ourselves of

some ideas offered by Newmark on the issue of translation of ambiguity (in Newmark 1988,

206-7 and 218-220). First, he draws a sound distinction between, on the one hand, a deliberate

and, on the other, an inadvertent or unintentional ambiguity. To the former he devotes no more

than two paragraphs (Newmark 1988, 206-7), whereas to the latter he devotes two and a half

pages (Newmark 1988, 218-220). Concerning inadvertent ambiguity, he notes that such a kind of

ambiguity does not present any problems. It is kind of a slip of tongue and, although the author

or speaker does have some clear meaning to convey to his or her audience, his or her language

occasionally gives him or her a slip. Newmark proposes the following example of inadvertent

ambiguity: “what he performed at first was of no interest.” (Newmark 1988, 218) This sentence

can be interpreted in two different ways, as “at its beginning, his performance was of no interest,

it was not important (but later, in the middle and the end, it became so),” or as “his audience took

no interest in his performance at the beginning, but later they started taking it seriously.” If the

speaker  really  meant  one  of  the  two,  but  not  the  other  one,  then  we  are  dealing  with  an

unintentional form of ambiguity, and all that is required to translate it is to disambiguate it (that

is, to provide a specific interpretation of it) through our translation. Newmark points out that we

may face more or less difficult cases, and overall a lexical kind of ambiguity is “more difficult to

clear up than grammatical one.” However, as he adds, and we agree, one safe principle applies to

all cases of unintentional ambiguity: “all these can be disambiguated if the context is reasonably

informative.”(ibid.)  The  translation  of  unintentional  ambiguity  does  not  encounter  any

insurmountable problems in principle.  All that is required for the translation of such kind of

ambiguity is to disambiguate the ambiguity in question by gathering a few more clues from

within the context of the slightly problematic or interpretable piece of text or speech. (2) In other

words, the translation of inadvertent ambiguity is normally straightforward and unproblematic,

and it cannot be in any sensible way divorced from the daily routine of the translator’s work.

You  take  one  language,  do  your  best  to  understand  it  fully,  and  then,  as  the  final  step,

reformulate or reverbalise your understanding in the target language.  
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A deliberate kind of ambiguity,  however, requires treatment that is more careful.  The

only thing Newmark says about such kind of ambiguity is that “a deliberate ambiguity has, if

possible,  to  be  retained  in  the  translation,  sometimes  separating  out  the  two meanings  of  a

homonym.  Le Ministère est  responsable de ces difficultés may in context  be translated ‘The

Ministry has caused these problems and is responsible for their solution.’” (Newmark 1988, 206-

7) The sentence is ambiguous because it can mean that the ministry is competent and required to

provide  some response to  the  specified  troubles,  or  that  the  ministry is  to  be blamed,  or  is

culpable for the specified troubles. Newmark speaks about translation of a deliberate ambiguity

as a process in which the two meanings of the ambiguity have to be both retained.

This position, however, leads Newmark to a very questionable suggestion that one should

separate the two meanings, and then translate them both into the target language. We doubt this

for a specific reason. 

The French does not stipulate which of the two meanings ought to prevail and, although

the two are compatible in this case, the purpose of our calling the sentence ambiguous is to

emphasise our undecidability regarding the exact meaning the sentence carries. The sentence

deserves to be called ambiguous only to the extent that one remains undecided between the two

meanings.  In  other  words,  the  French  sentence  remains  ambiguous  as  long  as  one  cannot

determine, and, on a plausible body of evidence, refrains from determining, whether its author

intended to blame the ministry for the troubles, or intended only to point to the professional

competences,  responsibilities,  or  tasks  of  the  ministry  among,  perhaps,  a  number  of  other

ministries. Consequently, we ought to treat Newmark’s conclusion concerning “retention of both

meanings” as suspect. By retaining both meanings of an ambiguity through its translation, one

actually reduces it to a clear case of multiple meanings that co-exist within the same expression,

to polysemy.  (3) Perhaps our author really intended to remain ambiguous,  in which case we

cannot really say that he or she “placed blame on the ministry and also pointed out that the

ministry should find a solution for the troubles.” To retain an ambiguity, what we need to say is

that the author neither explicitly placed blame on the ministry nor explicitly pointed out that the

ministry should find a solution for the troubles, but that s/he could potentially have done either.

In other words, Newmark’s proposed English translation of the French sentence, if the latter is

understood  as  strictly  and  deliberately  ambiguous,  should  be  rejected;  the  translation  is

unambiguous because it says that both meanings actually apply, which does not accord with our
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initial description of the French sentence as deliberately ambiguous and, hence, only potentially

meaningful. Newmark’s translation renders an ambiguity into a non-ambiguity and therein is its

fundamental, unforgivable flaw. 

Some acclaimed scholars, like H. G. Gadamer, believe that there is nothing wrong with

Newmark's translation of the above French ambiguity. Actually, they claim that it is a translator's

duty to disambiguate and clarify all the parts of the original that s/he finds uncertain or open to

diverse interpretations. Gadamer explicitly says that the translator

has to resolve all the things s/he finds unclear. S/he has to make choice about the meaning of

each  nuance.  There  are  some  borderline  cases  in  which  the  original  (for  ‘the  authentic

reader’) is marked by some lack of clarity. But, it is exactly in such cases that the necessity

of the translator’s determination/decision-making, which s/he cannot avoid, manifests itself

fully.  S/he  has  to  come  to  terms  with  this  and  say  in  clear  terms  what  is  her,  or  his,

understanding of those unclear parts of the text. All translations that take their task seriously

turn out to be both clearer and more superficial than the original (a passage from Gadamer’s

Truth and Method as quoted in Eco 2006, 106-7).

  

However,  this  Gadamer’s  suggestion  seems  unacceptable  as  it  forces  us  to  do  some

unreasonable things such as the following. In A Painful Case, a story from his famous collection

Dubliners, James Joyce describes Mr. Duffy: “He had an odd autobiographical habit which led

him to compose in  his  mind from time to time a short  sentence  about  himself  containing  a

subject in the third person and a predicate in the past tense. He never gave alms to beggars, and

walked firmly, carrying a stout hazel.” (Joyce 1996/1914, 120) Now, the second sentence is a

short sentence about Mr. Duffy, it contains a subject in the third person and a predicate in the

past tense. This means that there may be a possibility that Joyce imagined that Mr. Duffy himself

composed this sentence. However, Joyce does not explicitly say so. In fact, his story contains a

number of similar sentences, such as “He had neither companions nor friends, church nor creed,”

(Joyce 1996/1914, 121) that have an air of ambiguity around them: there always remains the

possibility that Joyce imagined, or even suggested, that he took such sentences from Mr. Duffy’s

diary,  but  we cannot  be  certain  about  it.  We must  remain  undecided about  that  part  of  the

meaning(s) that Joyce intended to convey or connote. Now, imagine a German translator of this

part  of  A Painful  case.  If  s/he decides to follow the aforementioned Gadamer's  advice,  s/he
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would have to make this aspect of the story clear both to the readers of the German translation

and to herself. S/he would perhaps have to put the controversial sentence(s) in quotation marks,

or add one sentence of her own, to clarify whether Joyce intended to suggest that Mr. Duffy was

the author  of  the  sentence(s),  or not.  This,  however,  is  a very bizarre  consequence,  and the

translation  that  follows  the  aforementioned  Gadamer’s  advice  would  probably  be  deemed

extremely insensitive and even damaging by a majority of the readers and fans of Joyce's work.   

Let us return now to Newmark’s thoughts on the process of translation of ambiguities.

Having  in  mind  our  initial  argument  against  the  possibility  of  translation  of  deliberate

ambiguities, perhaps Newmark’s flaw should not take us by surprise. Our argument supported

the view that one should not try to translate an ambiguity; hence, Newmark’s flaw additionally

supports the view that it is impossible to translate an ambiguity. He tried to translate the example

and, as the argument led us to expect,  failed.  However,  perhaps Newmark’s  flaw rests on a

different kind of misconception that he shares with the initial argument against the possibility of

translation  of  deliberate  ambiguities.  Perhaps  all  that  our  argument,  when  coupled  with

Newmark’s mismanagement of the translation of the deliberate ambiguity, demonstrates is that,

due to a flawed account of the process of translation in general,  we have been relying on a

flawed account of the process of translation of ambiguity in particular. Perhaps we should view

the process of translation, including the translation of ambiguity,  not as a translation of fixed

meanings from one language into another one, but as something else. Once we formulate an

alternative view, perhaps we are also likely to form a better understanding of the source(s) of

Newmark’s failure.    

2. The standard theory of translation and its blind spots  

An intuitive view of translation, which I call here ‘the standard theory of translation,’

holds that translation is whatever takes place in the mind of translator. More specifically, that it

is a process in the mind of translator starting with a receipt of some verbal input couched in one

language, and ending with the mind’s production of some verbal output couched in a different

language. The mind discerns and fixes some meanings as expressed in language A, and then, by

the means of an internal translation-manual, it delivers, in language B, some words, sentences, or
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texts that carry the very same, the already fixed or deciphered, meanings. The translator is the

only, or the dominant figure the standard notion of translation assumes. The following are some

standard examples of the many definitions of the concept of translation that offer such standard

theory.  

1. The Longman Dictionary of English Language and Culture (1998), under the

verb  “to  translate,”  says  “to change (speech,  writing)  from one language  into

another.”   

2. C. F. Gonzales (1989, 484) defines translation “in the simplest terms,” as she

points out, as “the interpretation of verbal signs by the verbal signs of another

language.” 

3. Nida and Taber (1969, 12, as quoted by Koller 1983, 11) argue that “translating

consists in reproducing in the receptor language the closest natural equivalent of

the source-language message, first in terms of meaning and secondly in terms of

style.” 

4. W. Winter (1961, 68, as quoted by Koller 1983, 110) claims that “to translate is

to  replace  the  formulation  of  one  interpretation  of  a  segment  of  the  universe

around us and within us by another formulation as equivalent as possible.”

5.  A.  G.  Oettinger  (1960,  110,  as  quoted  by Koller  1983,  109):  “Interlingual

translation can be defined as the replacement of elements of one language, the

domain of translation, by equivalent elements of another language, the range.”

 

First,  we need to note that it is only under the standard notion of translation that the

translation of ambiguity seems impossible. The five definitions proposed above make impossible

for one to entertain the idea of translating an ambiguity, i.e., in terms of interpretation, an open-

ended and uncertain  part  of  a  text,  written  in  one  language,  into  some other  language.  For

instance, speaking in terms of the third and the fifth definition, if one is translating an ambiguity

from one language to another, one will have to conclude that there have to be at least two closest

natural equivalents (in the receptor language) for a single ambiguity which forms a part of the

source-language message. However, since neither of the two equivalents, taken individually, is

really an equivalent of the ambiguous source-language message, and since one cannot take both
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equivalents jointly as one joint equivalent of the ambiguous source-language message, one has to

conclude that the translation of ambiguity must end in an impasse, or that it cannot deliver a

sensible  result.  As  to  the  second  and  the  fourth  definition,  the  question  of  translation  of

ambiguity  cannot  even  be  raised.  The  two  definitions  force  a  translator  to  formulate  the

interpretation of ‘verbal signs’ (or ‘a segment of the universe’),  that  is,  a single and precise

interpretation, which a priori prevents one from envisaging the possibility of having to deal with

ambiguous, open-ended, and not strictly, or uniquely, interpretable patterns of language or texts.

Should we take this as a satisfactory outcome? Should we conclude that, under the plausible, i.e.

standard theory of translation,  all  attempts  to  translate  an ambiguity from one language into

another must remain futile? 

On the next pages, I will try to elaborate an argument in support of the following theses. 

(a) The standard theory is not plausible.

(b) The practice of inter-lingual translation of ambiguity ought to be taken as both viable and

meaningful practice.  

(c) The fact that,  under the standard theory of translation,  it is very difficult  to envisage the

possibility of (b), should be taken as a  prima facie evidence,  or indication,  that supports the

contention that that the standard theory of translation is implausible.

(d) A non-standard theory of translation, which can make sense of the practice of translating of

ambiguity, takes the shape of a distinctively ethical view of translation, as explained in Section 3.

First,  I  propose three sets  of considerations  that  cast doubt on the standard theory of

translation; importantly, we need to view the three sets as ranked in an order of ascending degree

of both importance and strength.      

The first set of objections one could raise against the five definitions relates to the matters

of logic. For instance, the first definition is simply incomplete (e.g., if I translate the German es

regnet into English as “his daughter weeps,” I did change something from one language into

another,  but the  proposed English sentence  has not  translated  the German one).  The second

definition  defines  the  concept  of  translation  by  a  concept  that  is  equally  obscure,  that  of

interpretation. Similarly, Nida and Taber’s definition sounds clumsy and confused. One does not

reproduce an equivalent of the source-language message in the receptor language. One produces

an equivalent of the source-language message in the receptor language, and thereby, in a way, or
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in a sense, reproduces the source-language message itself. In other words, it is difficult to figure

out what “the reproduction of equivalent” could, or should, mean.  

One could also raise plausible objections against the five definitions on the ground of

some creativity-related considerations. We know that, in many cases, translation is a creative act.

A translator will need to enrich the target language, to find some creative solutions that cannot be

read off the existing structure of the language. S/he will need to construct some new phrases in

the  target  language,  or  modify  the  existing  ones  to  a  degree,  to  match  the  language of  the

original. This is why the process of translation often requires a vigilant, versatile, and creative

mind.  However,  one needs to note that  three of the five definitions  of translation define the

process of translation by the concepts of replacement or reproduction neither of which seems to

exemplify adequately such creativity-related aspects of translation. By portraying the process of

translation as a kind of mechanical process, the concepts of replacement or reproduction betray

an  insufficient  appreciation  of  the  translator’s  freedom  to  generate  or  construct  new  and

sometimes tentative and flexible verbal items as a part of translation itself. Hence, they leave an

important and undeniable aspect of the process of translation out of the image they offer of the

process.  

I will introduce the third and most important set of considerations via an example from

Kundera’s essay on French translations  of a  sentence from Franz Kafka’s novel  The Castle.

Kundera protests against some translations of both Kafka’s sentence and his own works. He puts

it as follows: 

The translator’s situation is extremely delicate: he must keep faith with the author and at the

same time remain himself; what to do?...as if to give himself heart, he chooses a word that

does not obviously betray the author but still arises from his own initiative. I am noticing

this right now as I look over the translation of a small text of mine: I write “author”, and the

translator translates it as “writer”; I write “writer”, and he translates it “novelist”; I write

“novelist”, and he translates it “author”; where I say “verse”, he says “poetry”...This practice

of synonymization seems innocent, but its systematic quality inevitably smudges the original

idea. And, besides, what the hell for? Why not say “go” when the author says “gehen”? O ye

translators, do not sodonymize us! (Kundera 1996, 108-9)    

Kundera’s loud and very sincere protest against some translations has clear implications

for the standard theory. Namely, Kundera clearly implies that the author, or the producer of the
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source-language message,  has some special  rights;  that the bonds that tie the author  and the

translator need to have some special ethical quality of which the standard theory of translation is

silent. The author enjoys some privileges and rights to which the translator may respond in a

more or less perceptive and adequate manner. In the above paragraph, Kundera voices something

like an extremely strong feeling of shame at being abused by his translator in such a way, at

being ‘smudged’, distorted and misrepresented, or unnaturally recast before his foreign language

audience who are not explicitly mentioned, but are still visible to a sufficient degree.     

In  other  words,  instead  of  the  standard  perspective  that  opens  no  room  for  ethical

considerations, we need an ethical view of translation that insists on the claim that the translator

does not deal with an abstract pattern of language, but with one that is situated, contextualised,

concrete,  and  authored.  Secondly  and  more  importantly,  that  it  is  an  inherent  part  of  the

translator’s work to cultivate some special ethical attitudes and allegiances toward some parties.

The process of translation, which the standard theory takes to be de-socialised, needs to be re-

socialised and set on secure foundations of some ethics-oriented notions and premises. 

Newmark defines translation in the following way:  “Often, though not by any means

always, it is rendering the meaning of a text into another language in the way that the author

intended the text.” (Newmark 1988, 5) Now we can understand why his approach to the issue of

translation of ambiguity left him in a blind alley. By focusing partly on the notion of authorial

intentions and placing the author into a privileged part of its picture, his definition of translation

took a first, but insufficiently big step towards an ethical view. However, by adhering to the

notion of a transfer of meanings from one language to another, Newmark remained trapped in the

framework of the implausible, standard theory of translation which proved not to be in position

to respond satisfactorily to the issue of translation of ambiguity. The very fact that he qualified

his definition by “not by any means always” testifies to his own dissatisfaction with the view he

decided to advocate. The third section of this paper opens the door widely to an ethical notion of

translation, without the hesitations or reservations that seem to have haunted Newmark. In the

fourth, I apply the lessons drawn in the third to the issue of translation of ambiguity, and suggest

that the ethical view of translation provides a satisfactory answer to the question of how to make

sense of the process of translation of ambiguity. The final section will then, on the one hand,

offer some practical guidelines for a translator dealing with the cases of (diplomatic) ambiguity,
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and, on the other, propose some theoretical considerations to help the translator to dispel, or at

least lessen, some anxieties that an encounter with ambiguity in diplomatic communication may

arouse.      

3. An ethical view of translation

To provide a plausible ethical image of the process of translation, we need to start with a

commonsensical  remark  by  Susan  Petrilli.  She  reminds  us  that,  “translation  is  an  indirect

discourse in disguise of a direct one.”(Petrilli 2000, 12, as quoted by Eco 2006, 19) Whether a

translator is aware of it, or not, the key medium of his or her performance is oratio obliqua. In

other words, the translator’s incessant claim is that “(the Author X, in his language, says that)

this  is  so-and-so.”  (4)  By performing  a  translation,  the  translator,  always  for  the  benefit  of

somebody else, attributes to an author a number of claims, sentences, or utterances that express

the author’s beliefs or desires. In other words, translation is a special kind of social relationship

involving at least three distinct individuals performing three distinct roles defined by a particular,

always tacit, but frequently also very explicit, contract. It is a social relationship involving the

following roles or figures (which is why all translations form triangular relationships): the user of

the source language (the language from which one translates), i.e. the author; the user of the

target language (the language into which one translates), i.e. the recipient; and the translator him-

or herself. 

The  social  practice  of  translation  makes  sense  only  if,  first,  the  user  of  the  source

language is not familiar with the target language, or is not fluent in it, and, secondly, if the user

of the target language is not familiar with the source language, or is not fluent in it. In other

words, double ignorance, or a double lack of fluency, is the premise of the translator’s work. The

goal  of  the  translator’s  work  is  temporarily  to  negate  the  primary  effects  of  such  double

ignorance or lack. The translator does not remove the effects of double ignorance in their entirety

nor does s/he remove their causes, since, in doing so, s/he would act primarily as a teacher of

language. (Admittedly,  though, in a sense, the translator is also a teacher of language as it is

obvious that both beneficiaries of her favours may learn through her renditions the language they

are not familiar with, should they wish so). 
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However, s/he obviously makes some things known to certain parties that the latter would

not know otherwise. The things s/he makes known to the parties have a distinct quality: they

exemplify  mental  contents  belonging to  at  least  one  party;  and if  the  translator  translates  a

dialogue, s/he reports on mental contents of both parties involved in the dialogue. In other words,

by translating,  the translator  attributes  to a party certain psychological,  or mental,  states and

attitudes, for the mutual benefit of that party and the recipient. This is the crucial element of

translation. The translator presents the contents of one mind to another; the translator claims, and

even guarantees, that one mind contains a number of things. S/he represents one human being to

another and the tacit (or explicit) contract defining the triangular relationship requires that, on a

basis of special and taken-for-granted skills, s/he provide such representation as accurately as

possible. If s/he fares badly in such representation, s/he commits two ‘major’ crimes or violates

two major rights. On the one hand, s/he violates the speaker’s right to have a fair and faithful

representation of his own mental contents, and on the other, s/he violates the hearer’s right not to

be misled about the character and contents of the speaker’s mind.  In contrast to Newmark’s

definition  of  translation,  a  plausible  definition  of  translation  should  read  approximately  as

follows. “To translate  means to report on some attitudes,  as held by the user of the source-

language,  and as expressed in such a language,  to the recipient  who is a user of the target-

language, where such reporting itself is couched in the target language and performed for the

benefit of all the parties to the process.”   

In other words, the practice of translation places special ethical demands on the figure of

translator; it demands that s/he attend to, preserve, and safeguard the integrity of certain parties.

If s/he mistranslates, s/he will lie about the contents of a mind and offer a false picture of that

mind.  S/he  will  not  only  put  false  words  into  the  mouth  of  another  human  being,  but  will

attribute a wrong attitude to him or her; s/he will form in a third party an incorrect image of the

mind whose contents s/he presents.  Perhaps the key point here is  that  formation  of such an

image, or such a situation, generates serious misunderstanding that may, and often does, give rise

to alienation, or even a conflict, between human beings. Hence, the translator’s work ought to be

viewed primarily as work in conflict prevention, even when it is performed under the condition

of conflict. 

This description of the practice of translation clearly takes into account and emphasises

certain ethical premises, or demands, that should guide the translator’s work, including primarily
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the following ones: “Attend to the mind of another human being!”, “Preserve the trust of another

human being!”,  “Make sure that human beings learn about each other!”,  “Do not distort  the

image one present of themselves!”, “Make sure that the speaking and the listening party share

one common set of fundamental beliefs on the attitudes they voice throughout the process of

communication in which you partake; that is, make sure that they agree on the set!”, and “Act so

that,  in  their  coming  to  an  agreement  on  the  set,  they  do  not  experience  some  setbacks,

hesitations, and needless disagreements for which you should be held personally responsible!”

(5) 

The six demands certainly do not exhaust the list of all the possible ethical demands a

translator needs to observe. However, even without a full and exhaustive list of such demands, it

is  clear  that  some kind of ethics,  or some moral  and normative  considerations,  must  play a

pivotal role in the kind of social, or sociopsychological, triangle within which the practice of

translation takes place. The triangle is set on an explicit or implicit contract the contents of which

are  defined  by the  aforementioned  ethical  demands,  or  moral  standards  and values.  All  the

parties to the triangular relationship are expected to observe and safeguard, or to play at least

some supportive and contributory part to the actions that count as the implementation of, such

demands, standards, and values. 

The ethical view of translation has its many, more or less explicit, advocates, and, apart

from Kundera, here I can mention only a few of those whose reflections,  insights and ideas

paved the way for the above outline.       

First,  Umberto  Eco  gives  us  a  very  clear  example  of  a  situation  in  which  the  basic

contract guiding the practice of translation is not observed. (Eco 2006, 21-22) It is an excellent

example that teaches by contrast, visibly illustrating the above considerations on the nature and

meaning of translation, on the one hand, and pertinently pointing to the ethical guidelines under

which the practice of translation operates, on the other. As Eco relates, in the 1920s an Italian

adventurer joined the Italian occupation army in Libya and somehow managed to get a job as an

interpreter of Arabic. However, strangely, the adventurer had no working knowledge of Arabic;

nevertheless, he managed successfully to simulate the activity of an interpreter. Sometimes the

Italian troops would catch an alleged Libyan rebel and subject him to interrogation. The fake

interpreter, serving as an interpreter on such sad occasions, would utter a few sentences in his

fictive Arabic, the poor Libyan fellow would then utter some real Arabic sentences (probably
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asking the interpreter to explain what his fictive Arabic meant), and then again the interpreter

would say something in Italian to the interrogator in charge. Normally, as Eco says, the rebel

would end up hanged, but

I guess that this bustard [the interpreter] sometimes acted charitably too, putting into the

mouth of his unfortunate interlocutors the words that would save their lives. Anyway, I do

not know how the story ended. Perhaps the interpreter led an honourable life thanks to the

fees paid to him and perhaps his deception was revealed – a dismissal is the worst thing that

could  have  happened  to  him.  However,  in  recalling  this  story,  I  always  thought  that

translation, in the proper sense of the word, was something very serious, and that it imposes

a  certain  professional  deontology  that  no  deconstructionist  theory  will  ever  be  able  to

neutralise. (Eco, ibid.)       

Secondly, a Croatian Ambassador, S. Nick (1997, 103-4) provides another example from

the work of a diplomatic translator who was sensitive to the ethical demands inherent in the

practice of translation. During a visit by the Afghan King Daud to former Yugoslavia, the king

paid a visit to a huge Yugoslav agricultural-industrial complex. The manager of the complex

took the opportunity to explain to the king the operations of the industry, but, for some strange

reason, he also thought the king came from Pakistan. Consequently, the manager kept referring

to  Pakistan  throughout  his  speech that  he closed by welcoming  “the honourable  guest  from

Pakistan.” An experienced, senior Yugoslav translator, Petnički, opened his translation of King

Daud’s reply in an indirect form with “His Majesty, the Afghan King, thanks. . . .” The Yugoslav

manager  was  embarrassed  and  immediately  apologised  for  his  mistake  to  which  Petnički

promptly replied with, “You say whatever you want, but I translate the contents as one ought to.”

Thirdly, P. Ricoeur considers the practice of translation primarily as a kind of “linguistic

hospitality.” He obviously subscribes to an ethical view of translation and puts it as follows: 

Indeed,  it  seems to me  that  translation sets  us  not  only intellectual  work,  theoretical  or

practical, but also an ethical problem. Bringing the reader to the author, bringing the author

to the reader, at the risk of serving and of betraying two masters: this is to practice what I

like  to  call  linguistic  hospitality.  It  is  this  which  serves  as  a  model  for  other  forms  of

hospitality that I think resemble it: confessions, religions, are they not like languages that are
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foreign to one another, with their lexicon, their grammar, their rhetoric, their stylistics which

we must learn in order to make our way into them? (Ricoeur 2006, 23-24)  

One needs to understand here that Ricoeur uses the term linguistic hospitality to designate

a kind of double hospitality;  both the author and the reader should feel  that  they have been

housed, or welcomed, or treated (morally) as fine guests in the home of the language that the

other party sees as her or his genuine property. This implies that the translator’s key task is to

make sure that the author feels at home in the translation, that intimacy the author enjoys with

the original is equal to intimacy the author should, or would, enjoy with the translation. The

translator is the guarantor of such equality. 

Fourthly,  and finally,  the ethical  view of translation is a cornerstone of the  Dubrovnik

Translator’s Charter (6) that the International Federation of Translators approved in Dubrovnik

in  1963  and  amended  in  Oslo  on  9  July  1994  (see  http://www.ceatl.eu/wp-

content/uploads/2010/09/FIT_charter.pdf accessed October  17 2011).  The Charter’s  preamble

points out that its key purpose is to stress the social function of translation, to lay down the rights

and duties of translators, and to lay the basis of a translator’s code of ethics. Paragraph 1 of

Section 1 (General Obligations of the Translator) of the Charter reads that, “translation, being an

intellectual activity, the object of which is the transfer of literary, scientific and technical texts

from one language into another, imposes on those who practise it specific obligations inherent in

its  very  nature.”  Section  2  addresses  the  translator’s  rights,  and  clearly  stipulates  that  the

translator is to have the status of ‘the second author.’ Consequently, the translator should enjoy

all the privileges such a status confers on him or her. 

Obviously, the Charter subscribes to the ethical view of the practice of translation in which

such a practice is treated as a social, organised, and contractual professional activity that involves

three key roles/figures and, most importantly, rests on strong normative considerations couched

in the language of rights, entitlements, obligations, commitments, virtues, values, human dignity,

equality, and fairness.     
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 4. Translation of ambiguity under the ethical view

The  ethical,  social-triangular  view  of  translation  implies  that,  within  the  process  of

translation, one’s primary commitment should be towards the speaker or writer, the original user

of the source language situated in a particular context. A translator should focus primarily on the

user’s attitudes, including his attitudes to the sentences he generates, and the translator should

form some idea of the goals that the user hopes to achieve by saying so-and-so. The user intends

to convey such and such image, and wants the audience to have such and such image as an effect

of his  or her  message.  The translator  is  expected to try to do the same in his  or her  native

language,  as the ethics-oriented,  social-triangular  view of translation suggests.  The translator

should find words, in the target language, that achieve approximately the same effects as those

intended by the user of the source language, in accordance with the view the user holds of his

own intentions (see also Eco 2004, 56). 

Now, let us apply this ‘piece of wisdom’ to the issue of translation of ambiguities. The

translator needs to start with the fact that the original user will have some attitude towards the

words that he or she utters or writes down. Hence, the translator’s primary and principal task is

to form, in the receiver’s language (i.e. the target language), a view of the original user’s, or

author’s attitude, a view that fully corresponds with the attitude itself as held by the original user.

As already pointed out, within the process of translation the translator must not distort the image

the speaker or author holds of him- or herself, and such an image always includes the attitudes

that the speaker or author deliberately takes towards the sentences he or she utters or puts down

in writing. 

Consequently, if the speaker or author intends to remain ambiguous, which implies that

he  or  she  takes  his  or  her  sentence(s)  as  open  to  at  least  two  different  and  incompatible

interpretations, the translator needs to find a way to replicate such an attitude in his or her own

final  delivery.  Perhaps  one  should  not  say  that  the  translator  translates  the  original  user’s

ambiguities, as this suggests that one translates ambiguities in the same way as one translates

non-ambiguous aspects of a speech or a text. One should rather say that translators construct, or

invent, a kind of target language-discourse to which the audience can take the same attitude that

a speaker and an author take to their sentences when they intend to convey a number of different

meanings without undertaking a clear commitment towards any one of them. Under this view of
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translation,  deliberate  ambiguity is  fully  translatable,  and yet  the task of  translating  of  such

ambiguity in specific cases may be extremely demanding. Such translations demand from the

translator to form a crystal-clear view of his or her primary allegiances and to renounce his or her

ostensibly logical, but very misleading thought that all s/he needs to do is to transfer some fixed

meanings from one language to another. It is true that in a majority of cases, language primarily

performs  the  function  of  conveying  some  discernable  meanings  from  one  user  to  another.

However, in some cases language is not used in such way. In some cases it performs the task of

delicate signalling that, for whatever reason, one is not, or does not want to be, sure about exact

and actual, but merely about potential and conflicting, meanings one intends to convey through

one’s  words,  sentences,  paragraphs,  or  even texts  and stories.  Our conception  of  translation

needs to afford space to such uses of language, and it is clear that the ethical conception is the

only one that does so.   

5. Consequences 

How does this reflect on the issue of translation of specific cases of ambiguity, such as

that of UN Security Council Resolution 242? First, we may note that our view of translation

affords us trust in our basic translation abilities even when facing difficult tasks of translation.

All we need to do in such cases is to form in the users of the target language an accurate image

of the attitude that English-speaking authors of the resolution have taken towards the document.

Perhaps  we  will  need  to  explicate  some  details  and  perhaps  we  will  need  to  do  extensive

rewording. Perhaps we will need to add a long footnote to our basic translation. Whatever the

case, we should not care about the difference in form: perhaps our translation will turn out much

longer than the original or sound more complicated. The only important thing is that we will

need to inform the receiver about the attitude that the authors have taken towards the document

written in English. From such a perspective, the fact that Russian does not contain a definite

article is not a flaw that opens an unbridgeable gap between a Russian translation and the English

original. The only thing that matters is to form a clear idea of the purpose served by the presence

of a definite article in English, and then understand that even languages without a definite article

can simulate the presence of a definite article by other means. Such a paraphrase would perhaps

appear in a footnote to the main body of a Russian language translation of Resolution 242. Once
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the difficulty is thus framed, the fact that Russian operates without a definite article ceases to

make much difference – obviously, the English original of the 242 operates without it as well!

Another, more important thing to note is that, in all languages, ambiguity is a parasite of

non-ambiguity.  Attribution of ambiguity is normally something that requires explanation and

justification, and the only way to explain and justify it is, first, by enumerating all the possible

interpretations  of  it  and,  secondly,  by explaining  why some clues  support  one interpretation

whilst  some  others  support  alternative  one(s).  Throughout  the  process  of  enumerating,  and

explaining, we cannot avoid speaking an utterly unambiguous language. For instance, “flying

planes may be dangerous” is ambiguous, and to explain why we ought to take it as such involves

several  unexceptionally  unambiguous  claims.  This  explains  why  a  non-English  speaking

individual faces no particular problems in understanding ambiguousness or interpretability of the

example  of  syntactically  (i.e.,  grammatically)  ambiguous  English  sentence.  Perhaps in  some

languages that do not employ equivalent grammatical constructions, one would not find it easy to

construct an equivalent, word-for-word ambiguity; however, with a bit of explication and clever

rewording,  the users of  such languages  will  find it  relatively easy to express  the main,  and

perhaps even all the points of the ambiguity in question. Luckily, no language opens a room for

the notion of an ambiguity built on further ambiguities. Hence, each translation needs to dissolve

an ambiguity into its constituent, unambiguous parts and it is only through such dissolution that

one can not only translate it, but also, importantly and crucially, form an original understanding

of it as it is in its native language form. (7) This, together with the ethical-triangular dimensions

of translation, explains why the concept of translation of ambiguity ought to have its firm place

in our translation practice. Ultimately, this also means that the answer to the question raised in

the title of this essay is as follows: “All it takes for the translator of ambiguity to avoid being a

traitor is to adopt and adhere unequivocally to an ethical perspective on translation.”

 

Endnotes

(1) For various views on UN SC Resolution 242 and its key ambiguities, see, for instance, Lord

Caradon  et. al. (1981); for the problem of multilingual interpretation of the 242, see Rosenne

(1971).
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(2) According to Seleskovitch and Lederer (1984), who advocate “an interpretative theory of

translation”,  disambiguation forms the crucial  and the most important  part of the translator’s

task; Seleskovitch and Lederer (1984) as elaborated in Stolze (2001, 221-228).  

(3)  I  strongly believe  that  we need to  draw a clear  distinction  between  polysemy (=  “many

(compatible)  meanings  simultaneously  suggested”)  and  ambiguity (=  “several  (incompatible)

meanings possible, but not certain/actual”); such a view is also shared by Peng Su (1994) and

Rimmon (1977).

(4) For some of the most influential and convincing analyses of both oratio obliqua and so-called

“de dicto ascriptions” (that is, in simplified terms, ascriptions of a meaningful content/dictum to

the utterances of the others), see Davidson (1984, 93-108) and Brandom (2000, 157-183).

(5) Because of the ethical aspect of translation, together with its creative, negotiation-related,

aspect, machines cannot be expected to serve as good and reliable translators. However, more

importantly,  noting that  translation  is  an ethical  relationship  clarifies  the sense in which the

translator and the diplomat are, and are very often taken to be, twin-figures. The very work of the

translator demands that he or she act, first, as an informer and knowledge-producer; second, as a

representative to a party; and, third, as a conflict-preventing actor who needs to observe some

distinctive ethical guidelines. For some of the many explicit comments on status- or social role-

related similarity between the translator and the diplomat, see, for instance, Ricoeur (2006, 13),

Fischer (1989, 409), and Hatim and Mason (1990, 223-238); note also that Eco (2004, esp. 32-

61) analyses the process of translation primarily in terms of negotiation.     

(6)  However, we need to keep in mind the following observation by Hatim and Mason (1990,

90):  “Significantly,  a  code  of  conduct  exists  for  conference  interpreting,  but  the  AIIC

(Association  International  des  Interprètes  de  Conférence)  which  produced  it,  deems  liaison

interpreting [which includes,  for instance,  interpreting at  police interrogation,  or at  informal,

bilateral peace-talks] to be outside its remit. Likewise, the Dubrovnik Translator’s Charter covers

the work of written translating.  It  seems that  liaison interpreting is  the one area where each

individual defines her or his own procedures on an ad hoc basis.”

(7)  This  view is  antithetical  to  the  ‘postmodernist’  perspective  on  translation  which  Venuti

(1992, 8) summarised in the following statement: “A translation...never establishes an identity,

always  a  lack  and  a  supplement,  and  it  can  never  be  a  transparent  representation,  only  an

interpretive transformation that exposes multiple and divided meanings in the foreign text and
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displaces it with another set of meanings, equally multiple and divided.” For another statement of

the postmodernist perspective, see Benjamin (1989).
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